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Proposal requests
award for top profs
By Ceela McEJveny

Monday, November 12, 1984

No. 61

title of ''presidential professor'' for
a three-year term.
In return, Civikly said, the awardwinner would be expected during
the three-year appointment to conduct leadership workshops for other
University instructors on topics such
as effective lecturing, classroom
atmosphere and the role of humor in
teaching.
Because the University benefits.
the &~ward does not become "just a
one-time thing •." she. said.
Although the Teaching Resources
Committee is based in the.Collcge of
Arts and Sciences, the Presidential
Professor Award would be a University-wide program.
"We l)aW a need tortbe University, rather than individual coJlcges,
to recognize and reward good
teaching, .. Civikly said.
Nominations for the award may
come from departments, individual
faculty members, alumni or stu-

Author to talk
on space race
By Maria DeVarenne

The "conflict between the use
of space for the good of all and
plans for its increased militarization," will be discussed by Jack
Manno, independent journalist,
peace activist and author, tonight
atthe University of New Mexico.
Manno said he will relate political and military trends to technological developments, and
trace the Soviet-American space
race.
Space is a "global commons
with open access to all.'' Manno
said, a1\d will be "severely
threatened. by an arms race in
space."
.., ..;f~le"¥ic~ofj!artb. fr~mspace
"has given militarists the illusion
of invulnerability,'' he said.
Manno said the purpose of the
Reagan administration•s drive to
accelerate the arms race in SP.ace
is to gain global military suPeriority, even though "it bas been
continued on page 3 cloaked in the rhetoric of defense
against nuclear missiles."
Reagan's prqposals have a
"shallow ~ppeal." he said.
''They sound good as long as you
assume that our future enemies
are going to sit back and watch as
we place the pieces of our space
war systems into orbit.
"But of course they will
accelerate their weapons efforts
as well. The anns race will be out
of control." Manno said.
He also said the only way to
end the threat of nuclear war is
through a "difficult and realistic
process of coming to terms with
the nature of security in the space
age.''
Manno said he supports a
~·moratorium or ban on testing of
all weapons in space, and all
• weapons on Earth targeted on ob·
jects in space would be easily ·
APPRECJAJJON AND
verifiable" by the United States
and the Soviet Union .
LIVING~
He said "only concerted public pressure" )Viii prevent the
anti:salellite weapons tests the
lldministration has scheduled.·
Manno is autli'or of Arming tile
Heavens: The Hidden Military
Agenda for Spate, 1945·1995
. CTED BY THE
and assists in the production of
television documentaries con~
. BA1J\AN CLUB, COMPOSED
ccrning the militarization of
space.
. The lecture is sponsored by the
Associated Students of the UniALBUQUERQUE~·
vetisty of New Mexico, the
Graduate Student Association,
the Student Planning Associa~
tion, the Albuquerque Peace
Center and the Action df Nuclear
Joe Mitchell
Disannament.
The lecture will be held at 7:30
This monument at Batailn Park serves as a reminder of the
p.m. in Woodward Hall.
many veterans who have served in the armed forces. Veteran's Day was officialy observed Sunday.

A proposal asking the University
of New Mexico to provide recognition of its top-rated teachers will be
submitted to UNM President-elect
Tom Farer for review after he takes
office in January.
Completed last year by the Arts
and Sciences Teaching Resources
Committee, the proposal "asks the
University to reward those people
excellent in teaching," said Jean M.
Civikly, committee chairwoman.
"The proposal has already received verbal support from (Arts and
Sciences Dean) Chris Garcia and
(UNM President) John Perovich,' •
said Civikly, an associate professor
oi' spcecit communication, ..but it
has been put on hold until the new
president arrives.''
Under the proposal, teachers
rated "excellent" would become
eligible for Presidential Professor
Awards. An award-winner woufd
receive an increase in salary and the
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UNM cheerleader Mona Dobbs was part of Saturday's High
School Senior Day program. The program included academic
advisement services for the high school seniors considering
atfendina UNM nut vear.

Suspected U.S. spy planes
cause alarm in Nicaragua
MANAGUA. Nicaragua (UPI)
-Suspected U.S. spy planes twice
broke the sound barrier Sunday over
Nicaragua, causing minor damages
and giving new impetus to the San~
dinista govemment;s preparations
for a feared American invasion.
Within two hours of each other,
jets flew over Managua and other
cities, breaking the sound barrier
with a loud "boom."
1he planes, identified as U.S.
SR~71 "Blackbird," flew over
Nicaragua for the fourth consecutive
day, causing alarm among residents
and, apparently for the first time.
minor damage.
Miriam Vargas called the "Voice
of Nicaragua" ttl report that the explosion caused two walls of her
Managua house, wca_l{ened by the1972 earthquake, to collapse completeJy.
.
Cracks in buildings, fallen shutters and other sirpilar damages were
reported in Bocoa; Esteli and Leon.
"The famous Blackbird of the imperi alists has again violated our airspace, our territorial sovereignty.~'

said the official Voice of Nicaragua
Radio in a special bulletin.
The latest overflights came amid
reports that the Reagan administra·
tion was considering stepping up
military and diplomatic pressure on
Nicaragua in response to what it believes to be an accelerated arms buil·
dup by the Sandinistas.
The New York Times said moves
being considered by the administration included intercepting arms shipments at sea, recalling the U.S.
ambassador to Nicaragua, larger and
more frequent military maneuvers in
Honduras and a resumption of aid to
Nicaraguan rebels,
Secretary of State George Shultz,
meanwhile; pressed U..S. concern
over a Nicaraguan ar~ns buildup in
informal talks With Latin American
foreign ministers gathered in the
BraziHan capital for the Organization of American St;,.tes annual
meeting.
The confrontation between
\Y~shington and. Managua - their
•
continued on page 3
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Workers flee drug bust;
Fourteen die of exposure

Protests mar independence celebration
WARSAW, Poland - A deeply divided Pohmd
marked its 66th year of independence Sunday as
thousands of Solidarity supporters marched to demand a
Poland "free" from communist JU!c and priests warned
of a clash between the government ;md the church.
World War J veterans nnd government officittls
attended a gala concert in Warsaw's Royal Castle to
celebrate the anniversary of Poland's independence in
1918 after 123 years of pnrtition by Austri;~, Germany
and Russia.
., . Dcpqfy parliamcntury speaker Jcr~.y Ozd~J:Vs.ki.
uddrM~ing the concert crowd. called for rcconclltutlon
;tnd condemned the recent murder of a pro-Solidarity
pri~~s~r\(t r!PUG:e. which created .turmoil within the
government tllld sparked a crisis in chun:h-statc rclatii>trs-'t' ' ili j \ h,·
Bull~ ciffc·Af"ci'Hs~ the nation, Poles still enraged by
the kidnap nnd rnurdcrofRcv. Jerzy Popieluszko flocked to dnm:hc' tn hear pro-Solidarity sermons and fi lied
cny ,,trccts flashing the "V for victory'' sign of the
lnmncd union.
In the l.'ttpital of Warsaw, thoustmds nf ht.!lmctcd riot
police backed by water cannon dhp<.lrscd some 6,000
p~oplc l:hanting "Solidarity. Solidarity" ;1s they left St.
Johns Cathc:dcral in the city's old town and tried to
mardi to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

DOMINO'S :
1
PIZZA
DELIVERSTM II
I
FREE.
1

Demonstrators shouted "murderers" M police, who
carried shields and truncheons and blocked off streets
with trucks and water cannon vehicles but no clashes
were reported between police and dcmonstrutors.
Cntholic priest Stanislaw Malkowski. who visited
Popieluszko's parents, said Sunday the couple had been
threatened by two men posing as Solidarity milit:.mts .
Malkowski said the two men had visited Popicluszko's parents' farm ncar the town of Okopy in nmthcast
Poland and threatened to burn it down if church services
in their son's honor gained too much public support. No
other details were available.
At Popieluszko's Warsaw church, where his body
was buried Nov. 3. another priest said the murder had
"brought forth a new Solidarity in peoples' hc:u1s and
mind>."
The church was decked inside with hundred~ of illegal Solidarity banners und one strung up outside the
building bore the slo.!,wn. "In Solidarity Towards Independence,"
Rev. Antoni Lewek told the congregation of some
4.000 that Poland was witnessing a headon collision
between Catholicism and atheism.
"One of the biggest threats t<J our souls .is the communist ideology of hatred and atheism." Lewek said.
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CHIHUAHUA, Mexico Fourteen peasants who cultivated
marijuana on a northern farm
have died of exposure after
fleeing federal security forces
who rec:ently staged the largest
drug bust in Mexican history, it
was reported Sunday.
Reports on the radio und in
most Mexico City newspapers
said that the 14 dead men were
among 2.000 people who grew
marijuana for an elaborate drug
operation based in the northern
state of Chihuahua.
Some 250 police and army
troops Thursday stormed three
ranches ncar the town of Bufalo,
960miles nmth of Mexico City in
Chihuahua, arresting 2,000
members of the ring and confiscating 4.000 tons of marijunnn.

*

worth between $400 million and
$600 million in street valtte in the
United States.
The reports of 14 dead were
carried by surviving peasants
who fled into the mountains and
later straggled into the town of
Aldama, 12 miles from Chihuahua City, to turn themselves
in to authorities.
The peasants have claimed that
they were forced to work on the
ranches at gunpoint. however,
several have said that they were
paid up to $50 a day to grow
marijuana, 10 tinws the minimum daily wage in Mexico.
Chihuahua authorities could
not be immediately reached to
confirm the newspaper accounts
of the number ofdcad.

News at a glance

*

Bishops denounce Reaganomics
WASH£NGTON- Roman Catholic bishops, in a draft statement on the
U.S. economy, said Sunday the needs of poor people must be "of the highest
priority" and called current poverty levels a:•social and moral scandal." The
statement implicitly denounced Reaganonucs.
Vietnam Veterans Memorial
WASHINGTON- Thousands of former servicemen. many clad in old
battle fatigues, gathered Sunday for a ceremony to turn the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial over to President Reagan as a national monument. Reagan missed
the 1982 dedication of the memorial.
Space Shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. -Discovery closed in Sunday on the first of
two wayward satellites to be seized Monday in NASA's boldest undertaking
since men saved Sky lab II years ago. The four men and one woman aboard
the shuttle reported they were ready for the salvage operation - the first
designed to bring stricken spacecmft back to Earth.
Baby Fae
LOMA LINDA, Calif. - Tiny Baby Fae underwent a brief rejection
episode when her immune system tried to reject the baboon heart keeping her
.- alive, but she responded to medication and was doing well Sunday. The
3-week·old infant who had historic cross-species transplant surgery 16 days
ago may receive another baboon heart if she rejects the one implanted, a
doctor said.
Dioxin Jamboree
IRVING, Texas- The Boy Scouts have arranged for independent tests at
a Virginia anny post where 32,000 Boy Scouts camped near dioxin con·
tamination in 1981 and plan another jamboree there in 1985, a scout official
said Sunday, The Anny said soil tests at Fort A.P. Hill found 200 parts per
billion of toxic dioxin in a storage building and 3 ppb in suiTOunding
campgrounds.
Aslles lalttered
NEW DELHI,India -Prime Minister RajivGandhi scattered the ashes of
his slain mother Indira Gandhi over the glistening Himalayas Sunday from a
plane with a jet lighter escort, fullilling her linal wish to be entrusted to "The
Great Lord of the Snows." Gandhi dropped the ashes from a Soviet-built
AN-1:2 air force plane as it flew at 26,000 feet across the skies of northern
India.
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By The H4rdwa.re Maintenance Group

Tuition reviewed
at BEF meeting
By Maria DeVarenne
The Board of Educational Finance discussed options for tuition
fees and finanical aid during Fri.
day's meeting. However, "no decisions or concrete proposals were
made," said John Schoeppner, president of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico,
Schoeppner, who attended the
meeting with Sharlene Begay, chairman of the ASUNM Lobby Committee, said the board discussed tuition rate increases and compared tuition costs to universities in other
states.
Schoeppner said the board would
be making a final decision at its next
meeting, scheduled for Nov, 28 and
29 in Santa Fe.
He said a sub-committee would
be meeting some time this week to
prepare for the board's next
meeting.
The board's powers and duties inelude the adequate financing of each
state institution and the equitable
distribution of available funds
among them, Jt receives, adjust5 and
approves budgets submitted by the
various institutions and also oversees student fee increases and the
ndministration of student financial
assistance programs.

Civikly-

Spy planes-----

continued from page 1
.school's brigade commander, who
most serious since the Sandinistas said he could not give his name on
overthrew dictator Anastasio Somo- orders of his superiors.
"We (the Nicaragu;m govcrnza in 1979 - was triggered by the
arrival Wednesday of a Soviet-bloc menO have the intelligence capabil.freighter that U.S. officials believed ity to know four maybe six hours
was carrying a cargo of MiG before the invasion begins,' he
said.
fighters.
No fighters were seen unloaded
"lt's coming all right. What abfrom the freighter Bakurian;~ in the out these spy-plane !lights?"
Nicaraguan port of Codnto, and
At other locations in Managua,
Nicaraguan leaders insisted regular and reserve soldiers marched
Washington was using the incident in formation and went through the
as a pretext for invading Nicaragua. rigors of training.
At high schools and other centers
One air force regular said tho
throughout Managua, some 20,000 anned forces were operating under a
students who wert! given a last- "high state of combat readiness in
minute reprieve from harvesting the wartime."
nation's coffee crop reported for
The radio broadcast the tactical
I
military training.
specifications of the sophisticated
The fans at Saturday's football game were entertained at
At the Rigoberto Lopez Perez Blackbird spy plane and kept up its
School, about I ,000 students dres- admonishments that the repeated
halftime by the Air Force Academy's trained Prairie Falcon.
sed in olive drab fatigues gathered flights signalled the countdown to a
for instructions on the care and usc U.S. invasion of Nicaragu<l.
of their Soviet-made AK-47
~~~~~~~
machine guns.
Display Advertising ~.
"The United States has already
More Than 150
'9
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) -City and Bernalillo County officials joined created the political and military
Typefaces Available
· University of New Mexico President John Perovich and others to dedicate a situation for its invasion,'' said the
~IQ><Q>~<Q>~<Q>
nearly finished three-story addition to the UNM Hospital.
The addition dedicated Sunduy will increase patient-care floor space by
more than 74,000 square feet. It was designed around suggestions by physiclans and nurses.
A 50-bed pediatric section occupies the entire third floor, with 30 beds for
;tcute care and 20 beds for intensive care. Rooms were designed to aecommodate parents who want to stay overnight with hospitalized children.
The first and second floors incorporate several different care areas, including a 12,682-square-foot emergency care section, accessible from an elevator
that runs to the roof. where helicopters can land and unload emergency-care
patients.
Other sections will offer a burn center and intensive care for trauma,
surgical, medical and coronary patients.
The new I0,41 0-square-foot burn center will have 10 private rooms, each
cqaipped for isolation and individual climate control. It will include rooms.
for dressing changes, treatment and hydrotherapy and a central cardiac
monitoring station,

Hospital annex dedicated

continued from page 7
dents. According to the proposal,
only associate and full professors
would be eligible for nomination.
The proposal asks that nominations be reviewed by a committee
appointed by the University president. Membership in the committee
would be representative of all University colleges and include two
members of the Teaching Resources
Committee, Civikly said.
She said she hoped the University
~ould present t,hrce tofiye Preside.n:, ..
(ial Professor AwM<'ls''during .tlui ·· ·
program's first year and make future
awards at three-year intervals.
The Teaching Resources Committee regularly presents teaching
workshops on topics such as the
affective side of teaching and the
function of peer rGviews. Their next
workshop be a faculty forumdiscussion on cheating. from 3 to
4:30p.m. Nov. 19 in the Ortega Hall
Reading Room.

.-----------... --,
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Part-time computer
programmer aides
Hancock/Dikewoocl Services Inc.
A subsldary of the
•. Jo,hl} HQnqpck Ml.!tual1.lfe Insurance Co.
Providing management sei'VIe&.'anc(~on~enii r,r:Jh&'·'
health core lndustly. Will haVe openings In the Spring semester '1985 lor
part-Hme programmer aide&
.
_.
AppllcontsShould haVe knowledge of COBOL and minimum 2.5(;f!A.
Consideration will be given to students with work experience and/or
course work In data entry, computer operotiOI\ l)l'ogrammlng or analysis.
Fleldble schedule. Clole to campu&
Appllcatlonl or I'H.Imet II10Uid Include a current transcript and be
IUbmltted to:

PERSONNa

HancoclfiDIIcew S....Jic:el Inc.
1009llladbl.ly DR. u.
Albuquerque. N.w Mexico 17106
1M-' oppoiiUnlly/alllniOGifwo aclfon ~.
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PLASMA CENTER, INC.

. I

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1985

Specializint in repair of Zenith and IBM microcomputers
Televideo, Ditital and Lear Siecler terminals
Gandalf, Tekcom and Racal Vadic modems
Epson, MEC and C.ltoh printers
The Computint Center is oft'erinc maintenance contracts on
University owned microcomputers, printers, modems and
terminals. Service contracts are available to meet
departmental needs.
To sicn up; or for more information call:

Mike Belcher or John Jenkins
277-8098 or 277~8104

If you have an overall
"B" average . you
may qualify for early
commissioning as
an Air Force nurse.
There;s no need to
walt for your State
Board results. Ask
for details on our
special
internship
program.
Contact:
TSgt Don Torrent!
phone: (505) 292·3642

call collect

Aaotlaer

MERCADO SPECIAL
Buy 1/a lb, Get 1/4 lb Free
• Speannlnt Lt!aves ;·
• Orange Slices · :
• Fruit Cocktail
• Grape Breakers
• Ucorice Lozenges·

• Burnt Peanuts
• Spiced Drops
• Apple Breakers
• Cheny Breakers
• Lemon Sours

J'hrough November t 6 At

THE .MERCADO
Fast, Friendly', Convenient
Main Level, New.M..tco Union 8ulitbq
.......,. .,....s...., 277·6330
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Program combats drop
in engineering students

forum
....------=-..,

... Leners

In response to John A. Curtin's
rebuttal (Oct. 23) to a Lobo commentary by Alan Pope (Oct. 16), I
have this to say: The statements
he makes serve only to show
how detached the Reagan administration is from the issues. In a
recent article in the Lobo, it
states how many students today
are exhibiting "blind allegiance"
to Reagan's ideals. Mr. Curtin,
how supportive your letter is to
that claim.
In your second paragraph, you
imply that the recent meeting between Salvadoran and rebel
leaders is the result of Old Man
Reagan stepping up his foreign
policy. On the contrary, the United State's ineffective, presumptuous involvement in the region
is one of the biggest problems.
Our intervention is of the wrong
sort. Military aid may be "part of
the game of international politics," but that still does not justify
our bullying those tiny countries.
That would be like pitting Fernanclo Valenzuela or Reggie
Jackson against a bunch of little
luague players.
What Mr. Pope meant, I
assume, when he stated that "we
lack the facts" was that (as any
well-informed citizen knows)
during the Grenada invasion, reporters were kept away - we
were told only what the government wanted us to hear. Do you
think they made exceptions for
the New York Times? Have you
ever worked for. or do you know
somebody at the Times? If so,
please let the rest of us in on it.
If we can so arrogantly interfere with the affairs of tiny coun·
tries whose sole desire is for
peace and tranquility, we had
better be prepared for whatever
they can dish out. By the way, 52
Americans held hostage may be
bad, but the hundreds of Amer-

Sound off!
All we ask is that letters be
typed, double-spaced and no
more than 300 words. Letters
must bear a verifiable signature and the author's tele·
phone number.
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Rebuttal supports claim
of blind faith in Reagan
Editor:

By Keith Gouldc
The Native American Program
College of Engineering is attempting to combat the 72 percent dropout rate among American Indian engineering students 111 the University
of New Mexico by Offering a variety
of programs aimed at helping Indian
students.
Lila Bird of NAPCOE atlributes
the dropout rate in part to the inadequate math and science programs
offered by many junior high and
high schools.
"Many predominantly Indian
high schools have no high-level
math courses. This places the average student one to two years behind
their counterparts," she says.
Bird says the inadequate preparation helps to explain the dropout
rate, which recent data indicates is
worsening.
NAPCOE was established in
1975 to increase the number of
American Indians earning engineering degrees. Its efforts include newstudent orientation. tutoring,
academic and financial counseling,

by Berke Breathed

ican marines killed in Lebanon
for no apparent reason is infinite·
ly more appalling. And look who
was in charge when that happened. We would turn no cheeks
if we did not show our face
everywhere so readily.
We do not need to "smooth
out" our foreign policy, we need
to create a foreign policy. What
we have now is simply an attitude of insolence, favoritism,
and aggression- it is no wonder
we have so few friends in this
world. We are left standing, defeated like saps as the result of our
uninsightful policies - policies
which, sadly, reflect the views of
leaders like Ronald Reagan.

fOR NOW
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Student to aid Guatemalan refugees

Ethical questions provoke debate on social justice
our nation safe. Such questions
and concerns motivated the Student Planning Association and
ASUNM to invite Jack Manno to
address the UNM and Albuquerque community. He will speak at
UNM's Woodward Hall, at 7:30
p.m. tonight.

As the dust settles from last
Tuesday's elections, we can begin speculating what the implica·
tions of the results will be. The
re-elected Reagan administra·
tion is beset by a myriad of com·
plex political, social and econo<, rt 'DE'> .1
mic problems making the future
••
·1
.. '
much more uncertain and preca·
rious. The tremendous federal
deficits, for example, make the
American people's euphoria that
voters apparently attributed to
President Reagan, short lived
and fragile. Policy options are limited, and Reagan has further
limited his options by saying he
won't raise taxes. So how wil.l the
administration control the de·
Jack Manno is an independent
ficits? Will he begin slashing
journalist
concerned about
agam social entitlement prog·
issues
of
peace
and social jus·
rams such as federal student aid
programs? Will he reduce the tice. He is the author of Arming
military build-up to bring the de- the Heavens: The Hidden Mifit·
ary Agenda for Space, 1945-1995
ficits under control?
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.,
President Reagan is commit- 1984), a highly original, wellted to protect us from such terri- written and informative account
ble adversaries as Grenada and of the history of military activity
Nicaragua who supposedly en- and ambitions in space. The pub·
danger our lives and security. fishers write: ''In Arming the
The president has promised to Heavens, Manno relates the poliunleash tremendous resources tical and military trends to the
and our most advanced techno!· technological developments and
ogy to arm the heavens to make looks at the conilir.t between the

potential use of space for the
good of all and the plans for its
increased militarization.
. . . And he looks at the futum of
our space program, particularly
the possibilities that exist today
for 'disarming the heavens'."
Jack Manno wrote Arming the
Heavens after studying the back·
ground and results of the atomic
tests in space. While researching
the U.S. military space program,
Manno studied countless declassified government documents
from the Eisenhower and Ken·
nedy administrations, inter·
viewed key figures and analyzed
the public record.
Jack Manno has proved himself to be a dynamic and thoughtprovoking public speaker. He has
spoken before campus gatherings, community organizations
and has appeared on radio and
television broadcasts. Whenever
he speaks, debates are provoked
that continue long after he has
left the podium.
We hope to encourage debate
and discussion. Graduate and
undergraduate students need to
morally and philosophically
question how we, as students, as
social beings, expend and invest
our resources. On campus there
is research in technological developments that feed into milit·

ary applications, and the proximity of military installations and
laboratories influence graduate
work and study. Such ethical
questions for us are ultimately
answered by the specific intellectual pursuits and professional
careers that we choose. The aim
of bringing Jack Manno is not to
win over blind converts but to
make the campus community
more critical and sensitive by
raising such questions.
Ethically, students have to resolve the predicament of
whether we will help create and
maintain a senseless arms race,
or will we be visionary and
humanistic architects of environ·
ments that allow antagonists to
reconcile differences through
rational and peaceful means.
More importantly, to influence
national policies which allow the
arming of the heavens and the
bankrupting of our economy we
must act, not just talk. The
Graduate Student Association,
the Peace Center and the Student
Planning Association are concrete organizations to funnel and
maximize our energies, words
and deeds at whatever level we
are able to unite. We c.ordially
invite you to hear Jack Manno
and to accept the challenges that
he will offer.
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By

Juliette Torre;t

University of New Mexico premedicine student Paul Yoder is planning a trip to Mexico later this year
to volunteer medical services to the
refugees from Guatamala .
Yoder says that part of his trip will
be to deliver reflector microscopes
needed by a physician currently
working with refugees not recognized by the Mexican government in
the Mexico-Guatemala border area.
The microscopes, says Yoder.
will aid a physician named Alejan·
dro, who is working in Mexico helping "undocumented Guatemalan refugees" in the area through a Catholic Church-based organization.
Yoder says he was unable to learn
of the physician's last name because
the Mexican government ''frowns
on" outsiders helping the refugees.
The Mexican government docs
not recognize these people as refugees, says Yoder. but instead classify them as "migrant workers'' be·
cause they are not residing in the
refugee camps set up in Mexico by
the United Nations.
.
Yoder says the Mexican government. under the pretense of relocat·
ing the refugees, ships many pack
over the border in!o Gu·atema!:l.

There are thousands of people
fleeing Guatemala not living in the
camps, says Yoder. "They aren't
being recognized by the Mexican
government as refugees seeking
political asylum." he says.
The Mexican government is calling these people (Guatemalan refugees not living in the refugee
camps) 'migrant workers,' says
Yoder. "If they arceaught, they will
probably not be granted political
asylum, and will end up being shipped back to Guatemala." he says.
Yoder says the number of Guatemalans in Mexico as 'migrant workers' is undocumented. The Mexican
government, he says, tends to frown
on those who help the undocumented refugees. Often,
Guatemalan families seeking shelter
be taken in by a Mexican fami-.
Jy, says Yoder, who arc barely able
to sustain themselves. "They get
what they can from whomever they
can." says the student.

will

THAI HOUSE

I

1

The Only Thai Restaurant In Towu

I

·1

Monday Lunch Special
All You Can Eat 84.95

I

1

Alejandro, says Yoder, is out in I
the field working with these people.
Funded by an affiliate of the Catholic Church, he travels from town to 1
town, often working out of the community church. "He is the only
physician that I know of that is working out in the field." says Yoder.
Most refugees won't come out of
hiding, he says, unless it's absolutely necessary; for example, when
they are sick. Alejandro works
through the protection of the church
because the refugees "go to the
church when they arc in trouble."
Yoder says electronic microscopes run about $900. "What we
ne.ed is an 'old-fashioned' type of
microscope," says Yoder. "Possibly a reflector microscope. without
an electronic base.
~·.1 am hoping that they (microscopes) will be donated because I
sure can't afford the cost."
For more information, call Paul
Yoder at 247-4604 after 5 p.m.

I
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The N~w. Mexico Gunfighters (the only New Mexico group to be registered with the National ;--------~-------~---~--------Assoc1at10n of Old West Gunfighters). stage a comedy shoot-out Sunday afternoon called the
I
"Dumb Deputy" for the entertainment of visitors to Old Town.
.
· I

R. Lawrence Branch

By Carlos Romero

.

Joe Milchell

career information as well as assistance to the UNM chapter of the
American Indian Science and Engineering Society.
Bird says she is especially proud
of her summer orientation program.
The four-week program, funded by
Exxon, introduces incoming fresh·
men to engineering programs, study
skills, the UNM campus, ami offers
refresher courses in English and
math. In addition, the program organizes field trips and introduces students to working Indian engineers
and other students,
Although no statistics have been
compiled, Bird feels that "the success rate of the program has been
good."
~APC?OE is funded by nonU111 vcmty money. Corporations
su.ch as Exxon and Boeing, along
wuh state money from the Indian
Resource Developmcllt Prognun, finance the project. Bird says tribal
funding has all but dried up since
Reagan took office.

AcluffCar-1-oons

Call now .and ask about
our student discount/

Dr. Richard OsofsJcr.
General Dentist
Free Puking
Hablamos Espailol

s. w.

303 10th
247-0303
l(orn~r

of loth & Gold)
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UNM to offer peace studies
By Juliette Torrez
An interdisciplinary task force in·
tcrestcd in developing a minor in the
area of peace studies has established
a three-credit-hour "peace studies
seminar" that will be offered to students in the spring semester through
the philosophy department.
The task force, formed earilcr this
semester, was comprised of various
faculty members interested in establishing, developing and maintaining
a peace studies program involving
.,ewrnl departments in the humanities, sciences and social sciences,
said Murk Rutledge, director of United Campus Ministries.
Donald Lee, associate professor
of philosophy, wi!l be the instructor
ol'thc course. "I'm only the instructor on record." Lee said Frid<lY.
"There will be different lecturers
throughout the session."
Faculty members from various
ueparlments arc scheduled to parll!.:ipalc in lecturing on the topics.
Major topics in the seminar will
incluu~ nuclear weaponry, the conseqw:nces of nuclear war, the arms
race, foreign policy and intcrnation·
al security.
After each lecture there will be a
group discussion of the lecture, Lee
~aid. in which he will "probably
'crvc as a panel member."
Lee saiu the seminar would grow
into an interdisciplinary program
wilhin the College of Arts and Sci·
enccs. ··eventually developing into
a minor·."
Rullcuge, one of lhe coordinators
for the course. said one of the
reasons ti.lr ucvcloping the seminar
at llNM was the growing popularity
of similar courses on college campuses throughoul the United States.

"When (Nobel. Prize winner and
peace advocate) Linus Pauling was
here," snid Rutledge, "he said, 'I
think you ought to do it.' "
Pauling visited UNM in September for a series of lectures, anu spoke
of the responsibility of the University to "teach peace,"
Rutledge also said the course
would be the startof"combining the
University's departments into a
minor in peace studies."
The course is part of the move that
originated with the establishment of

III!

the U.S. Institute of Peace, said Rutledge. The $16 million institute
was recently approved by Congress
for the purpose of ''conducting and
promoting research and education in
peace studies and conflict resolution," a news release stated.
The three-credit-hour course
(Philosophy 34!1441) will be open to
both graduate and undergraduate
students.
Class size is limited to 25 on a
first-come, first-serve basis. For
more information call Mark Rutledge at 24 7-0497,

'

Scout site to be tested for dioxin
IRVING, Texas (UP!)- The Boy Scouts have arranged for independent
tests at a Virginia Army post where 32,000 Boy Scouts camped ncar dioxin
contamination in 1981 and plan another jamboree there in 1985, a scout
official said Sunday.
J .L. Tarr, chief executive of the Boy Scouts of America, said an independent laboratory will test the site Tuesday, but "it may be nr.xt week before we
know the results of these tests."
The Am1y said soil tests in 1983 at Fort A.P, Hill in central Virginia found
200 parts per billion of toxic dioxin in a storage building and 3 ppb in
surrounding campgrounds.
A pesticides expert said more than I ppb was unsafe and the Army said
some scouts set up camp !50 feet from the contamination.
The report was turned over to the BSA Friday in Washington.
Robert Longley. a spokesman for the BSA ~t thc!r headquarters in lrvi~g.
said there were no plans to move the 1985 natmna[Jamboree from Fort Htll,
although he has received a number of telephone calls from concerned parcms.
Army officials say the building was used to store Silvex, a weed-killer
containing dioxin. The Army said it did not feel there was a health hazard, but
a Colorado poison expert recommended immediate checkups.
Dioxin - a by-product in the manufactUre of herbicides and in the
incineration of some municipal wastes - is one of the most hazardous
manmade sub~tanccs. It is known to cause cancer and reproductive fuilurc.
impair the effectiveness of the immune system and cuuseothcr problems in
laboratory animals.
Virginia state health official Wade Gilley said that "based upon the
information provided to us. it docs not sccrn there was intimate or, tilr that
matter, even any casual contact with the Boy Scouts there."

.I

One of New Mexico's first Hispanic
novelists, Eusebio Chacon, will be the sub' ject of a Paso por A qui lecture· at 7:30p.m.
· • Wednesday at Casa Armijo.
·
· I Chacon's literary portrait of 19th century
' New Mexico will be discussed by speaker
Francisco Lomeli.
Lomeli, an associate professor of Latin
American and Chicano literature at the Uni' versity of California, Santa Barbara, re1
i,! c. eived his doctorate in Latin American literature from the University of New Mexico.
Chacon, born in 1870, was educated at
Notre Dame and became a published author
at 22. Chacon moved away from traditional
oral genre when he wrote El Hijo de fa Tempestad and Tras Ia Tormenta Ia Calma.
Lomeli's lecture is the fourth in a series of
11 lectures that focus on Hispanic writers in
New Mexico from 1610 to 1984.
Paso por Aqui is sponsored by the department of modern and classical languages and
the Southwest Hispanic Research Institute.
All lectures are free.

Bernice Sandler, a leading authority on
sex discrimination involving women in
education, will lecture at 7:30p.m. Wednesday in Room IOJ of Woodward Hall.
The lecture, entitled "The Classroom Climate: A Chilly One for Women," is sponsored by the UNM Women's Center and the
Associated Students of UNM.
·

She is scheduled to meet Thursday with
members of the community who are concemed with toxic waste problems. The meeting, scheduled by the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group, will be held at 7:30
p.m. in Room 231 E of UNM's Student Union Building.
On Friday, Gibbs will be a keynote speak* * *
· er in a conference on "Toxics in the WorkAnnette Kolodny, professor in American. place,'' sponsored by the Environmental fm·
studies, is scheduled to present a series of· provement Division. The conference is schelcctures this week at UNM as part of the
duled from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Amfac
Graduate Lecture Series.
Hotel, 2910 Yale Blvd, S.E.
Among the lectures are:
For more information, contact Dave Be·
•"Doing Archival Research on Women's
navides or Gloria Dailey at NMPIRG, 277Diaries," 12:30 p. m, Thursday in the
2758, or Nadine Masiel!e from the OccupaRoberts Room of Scholes Hall;
tiona! Health and Safety Bureau, 827-8957.
•' 'The Integrity of Memory: Creating Anew
* * *
the Literary History of the United States,'' 7
The UNM Management Developmental
p.m. Thursday in Woodward Hall, Room
Center is sponsoring two :financial work101;
shops Tuesday through Thursday.
•"Politics of Survival in Higher EducaA three-day workshop entitled,
tion," 10 a.m. Friday in the Roberts Room
"Accounting and Financial Essentials for
of Scholes Hall,
Non-Financial Managers," is expected to
The lectures are sponsored by the Office
provide a basic understanding of financial
of Graduate Studies, American studies,
statements and planning, improving personwomen's studies and the UNM Women's
al effectiveness and the decision-making
Center.
process.
Methods of improving office management
*
*
Lois Gibbs, director of Citizens Clearing- effectiveness, geared toward office personhouse for Hazardous Wastes, will be in
nel, will be discussed in the second workAlbuquerque Thursday and Friday to speak shop, Wednesday and Thursday.
on hazardous waste issues, including her exBoth workshops will be held at the Mounperiences in her own Love Canal neighbortain Bell Training Education Center, 220
hood,
Monroe S.E.

* * *
Paul Gelb, a part-time student at UNM, plays frisbee Sunday
afternoon on Johnson Field.

Combats----continued from page 5

One of NAPCOE's most positive
creations, Bird says, is the American Indian Science and Engineering
Society. Headed by Sandra Begay, a
sophomore majoring in civil engineering. AISES serves 114 stu·
dents, the highest population 9f
American Indian engineering students anywhere, she says.

Bird also says that AISES, with
outside funding, will soon be sending 12 students to the national convention in Los Angeles, One sponsor is the Hispanic Engineering
Organization, which Begay sees as a
role model for AISES.
Bird says corporations arc showing a high demand for American Indian as well as other minority engineers.

* * *
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* * *

Walter Burgdorf has joined the UNM
School of Medicine as the first chairn1an of '
the department of dermatology.
Burgdorf has said in a news release that he
intends to continue the clinical orientation of
the current faculty with the treatment of skin
cancer being a main thrust.

* * *

The doctoral training program in clinical
psychology at UNM has received full accreditation from the American Psychological
Association for another five years.
The program, first accredited in I 974, is
the only such program in New Mexico and
one of 106 throughout the country to receive
this recognition, said Sidney Rosenblum,
director of clinical training, in a news release.
Currently, 43 students are enrolled in the
clinical program at UNM, and five arc now
fulfilling internship requirements at APAapproved facilities across the country.
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ADVERTISE IN THE DAILy LOBO

E. Fay Jones will deliver the Ron Hutchinson Memorial Lecture today, entitled
"Architecture for an Arcadian Landscape,"
as part of the Monday Lecture Series sponsored by the UNM School of Architecture
and Planning.
The lecture begins at 5:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Building.

Larry Doss, <!C:in; di;ector of radiation
oncology at the University of New Mexico
Cancer Center, has been elected a fellow of
the American College of Physicians.
Doss joined the UNM School of Medicine
faculty in 1981 and was promoted this year to
the rank of associate professor. His research
has been published in 22 professional J. ournals, and he has spoken as a guest lecturer at
seminars in the United States, Canada.,. England and Belgium.
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Put The Campus
In A Mailbox

Natural Sound & ASUNM -PEC Presents:

llJ,~I()~tJl~

New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily
266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE
Home of the Latest in Broiled For;d and the Homemade Sweetroll

Daiiv !Lobo

India Kitchen

~MEJ)~©ri~tit)~l$
~~J©~! Orl~V
~1[1 A Year

Name:--=-------~--~--~~--~--~--------------------------

Address::____________________~------City::~------------------

State:_ _ _

Zip:•~·-·- - -

Signature:~---------~-~-----~----------

Dinner Special
For two ..... $9.95

Authentic East Indian Cuisine

Look for our booth
in the International
Pavilion at the State Fair
Lunch 11 :.!0-2:30 Mnn-fri
Dinner 5:00-9:00 Sun-Thur~
5:00-10:110 Fri-Sal

For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:

Expfres Nov. 23, 1984

Tanduri Chicken and Beef Curry dinner
with Bread, Rice, Vegetable & Salad
Valid Every Day

11048 Montgomery at Juan Tabo 292-7790

en.~J'kJ.£/NQ
Tickets at Both NATURAL
SOUND RECORDS & TAPES
BOW WaN RECORDS &
ALL GIANT TICKET OUTLETS=
• General Store-Albuq.
and Santa re

WEDNESDAY
NOv. l4, \984

I

8:30pm
SUI llllrttl · Ull

• Wild West Music
• KAFB Rec. Center
• Que Pasa Records (Taos)
~~~~~§HOW
TICKETS &taJECl TO 751 SERVICE CHG.
• Soundtrack Records
(Corrales)
Bertem for PACA -horne for stray animals
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II MEET .THE RAMONES. IN PERSON*
II

*

J

AT

NATURAL SOUND. RECORDS 8e TAPES •
119 HARVARD SE
. . WEDS.,
NOV. 14
AT . 4 pm .
.
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Expires 12-12-84
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2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken z
GoLDEN fRIED
o0
Rollj Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med Beverage

~
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CHI CK .· .

• •

1830 Lomas NE
zcz.ztat

$1.99

1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central SW

Reg. '2.59 SAVE60¢

4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho)
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE (in Eldorado Sq.).
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Expires Nov. 23, 1984
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SAVE 20% WITH COUPON
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123

HARVARD SE

255·1049

f.Shirts (Long & Short sleeves)•Sweats (Tops & Bottoms)•Jackets
Shorts•Hats•Sunglasses•Posters
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We're Your Off Campus Store Where
STUDENTS NEVER PAY SALES TAX
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Arts
Menu: ('hkk!"TI whh v~gct~bh:s, pork ffif4 rice, e2g
rolls" .::alice ur lt:a. AU far onl~ S2.$0,J;pr more Info.
call27H'JM;,

P.E.C. Noontlnw Entert11inmen1 presents Pct(r
Swcdenborg, jazz and clas,ical pianist, Mon., Nov.
12, 12 nc,>Qp, In lhe sua Ballroom,

Arts

This is a joke, right?

Can't live ,em down

Small Affair big waste of film

Ramones tou hen up on latest release

TOMORROW'S EVIlNTS
TODAY'S EVENTS
,.\(l,.'<.lholl.;s Anq_nymoqA qpen dist;u~slon ml!etine: for
womcm only, every Monday, 12 noon, l,JNM
Women' I! Center, 1824 Las LomllS NE. Call277-6868
for more Info.
Ah'ohollcl! AnonyrQgps, Sanct""'I'Y Gruqp clo$ed
study-discussion meeting, every Monday, 8 p.m.~
Newmnn Center, 1815 Lps Lomas NB. Call247-!094
for more Info.
Assodaled GrMduate Ousine!ls Stud~nls Meeting,
every Monday, 8 p.rn., ASM room 291. All Ontd,
BushiC55 Student$ itt~ Invited,
Jllble Study on "Application$ of Blblcal Principles
for One's Life on Campu$," meeilng in SUB room
231 A· B. 5:31).6:30 p.m., eVer}' Monday,
A 'l'a.~le of the Orleni: Ct11nesc hmch ut the lnternntlonal Cenu:r, Mon., Nov. 12, 12 noon-1:30 p.m.

BJtllmla and Anorr:dl Nenoaa SeJMitl$1 Group,

everY Tuesday, 7·9 p.m., \JNM Women's Center. For

more info, ~all. Norma Jean Wilkes at 266-0459,
The Lai!t Lecture Strltl Presents Dr-. Wayn~:
Mo~:llcnberg,Prof,
Educational
Foundations,
speaking on nconlinuity, Paradox, and PerspectiY~:
From tbe Dustbowllo Academe," Tues., .Nov. 13, 12.
noon, SUB room 2~0 C·.E. D~lng your hmch.

Tao Tough To Die, the Ramoncs, produced by T. Erdelyi :md Ed
Stasium, Sire Records, 1984

ONGOING
ApiJie Computer qwb mee1s twice a month: tbe flrst
Tues(lay at Hoover Middle School, room 109, and tlte
third Wednesday at the Que Pasa C(!ntcr, ~irllli\lld
Air Farce Base. 1'he mceUnss start at 7 p,m, Cnll club
president Chris CaiYerl at 266-1850 for more' lnfo,
Black Sludent Union is looking ror both male &1'1d
fem.lle mQdels. Application deadline Is Nov. 19,

It s_ure has been awhile. Wuy back in the late '70s these guys were
Amenc.a's answer to Engl;md's Sex Pistols. The Pistols died, both figuratively and literally. The Ramones did not.
Some people think they should have., But here they are, lambasting the
living for all they're wmth, three (and sometimes four) chords and all.
Tao Tough To Die, their latest Sire relc~tsc, is the hallmark of a band that
almost single-handedly invented the wheel, then refused to roll it at any speed
other than fast. Almost.
. Someti~nes the Ramones have slowed their tempo, maybe hiked the pitch u
b1t, occasronally cleaned a spoke to shiny brilliance. But to the uninitiated,
the Ramones still sound like their former selves- a drag 'em out kill 'em
with guitars band.
'
They even retain the same posture in word und deed. Lead singer Joey
Ramone's lanky figure is silhouetted on the cover with the other three
~~mo~es -one leg stretched out a little farther (just like when he sings), like
1t s a httle longer than the other. The 13 cuts exemplify, nearly to a tunc,
nihilism chic, They've probably survived bccuuse Ramones humor is a taste
one acquires - like for moonshine- and they're able to turn it on them·
selves. It's just one of the things that keeps them legitimate - still.
"Endless Vacation" is a parody of the Ramoncs' style. A husky chorus
pinched between accelerated verses is the Ranmncs poking fun at what
they're infamous for. "Planet Earth 1988" and "Humankind" ure the
universal social statements, while "Muma's Boy," "Daytime Dilemma"
and the title track arc examples of microscopic views of living "all alone in
the danger zone," (from "Danger Zone"),
So what if they can't reinvent the wheel'/ The one they've got is just us
appropriate toduy as it wus when punk was unleashed. And the best thing
about Too Tough To Die is that it is a back-to-ha>ic~ approach after more
commercially successful. but less satisfying. recent efforts like Rod And
Roll High S£'/wo/.
In fact, not since Leal'e Hom,• and Rockel To Ru1.1ia have the Nc1\ York
boys sounded more in I(Jcus. ami more in tunc•.
Joey's singing is ;ts u~gcnt as ever. ;ounding fresh and full or quirky hook~.
The patented hc:adbangmg rhythm from the bu-.s. guitar and drums rnntinu~·
to deliver the essential Ramoncs sound. Adt.l to thm .,ome nilh tunes ~ the
rclcnt.less "Mama's Boy," the up-bcui "Cha,ing Ihe Night." ;tnd the.l)tkal.
too-mcc-to-bc-thc-Ramonc~ ·'Howling at the M.mm' ·--and what you ha1c
is one lil'ely effort. Some taMy keyboard work from Ben Tcm:h :ind krrv
Harrison (Talking Heads), plus keen prodUt.:tion fmrn Da\ c Stcw;~rt t Eur\'tlimics) on "Howling," make Tao Tmt!{fl To Die• nmre palatable than ·l\OC'
W<JU!d would think possible. All this from a hunch or g:uvs vou mav haw
thought would. or should, fade away.
· ·
·
Fear not. like the Rolling Stones, fading away i~ not in th~ Ramoncs
vocabulary (limited though it may bel. Get Too Tough, bangyourhcad and
enjoy it.

Review by R.J. Olivas ,

BacaS
[!]40
Mexican Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge
All Major Credit cards Accepted
11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sun. • Thurs.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday
265·2636

for carry-out service call
266·2925

3311 Central Ave. NE

Betwet•n Carlisle and Oirard
Bal·a•s

·-------------------------------------,
10% off
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I
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The Ramones get tough in Albuquerque
8:30 p.m. Wednesday, in the SUB Bal-

~------------------------------------~

OPR

AUDIDONS
1985!
Here's where talent meets opportunity!
If you've got it, we have a place for you at
Opryland, the only showpark anywhere
dedicated to the perfonnance and enjoyment of American music.
We're looking for over 350 dynamic,
young entertainers with stage presence,
professional experience, and that extra
sparkle that tells us you're one of the best
We'll be auditioning singers, dancers,
musicians, and conductors. We're also ac·
cepting restunes for technical positions
and stage managers. Check below for
specific infonnation. No appointment is
necessary, and piano accompanist will be
provided. Dancers should be prepared to
perform their own routine. Good luck!

lroom. Opening the show will be Albuquerque's Crawling Walls. Tickets, $8.75
in advance and $9.75 the d:1y of the show,
are available at Bow Wow Records, Natu·

ral Sound Records, and all Giant Ticket
outlets. The show is presented by Natural
Sound and ASUNM-PEC as a bene lit for
the People's Anti-Cruelty Association
(PACA) which provides aid and shelter
for stray animals.

Charles (Jon Cryer) shoots Laura (Demi Moore) in No Small Affair.
Review by David J, Clemmer
I don't really enjoy writing ncga·
tive reviews.. I would much rather
encourage people to go sec a movie
thun to stay away. but, be that as it
muy, the dirty deed simply must be
done. Therefore, it is my solemn
duty to tell you about a new movie
called No Small Affair.
This movie was directed by Jerry

Schatzberg. who had

City with his camera, taking roll after roll of black-and-white photographs of inanimate objects.
One. day, while pursuing some
particularly telling shots of a streets·
weeper, Charles shoots a picture of a
beautiful young lady who wanders
into his frame. Upon developing and
printing his film, Churlcs becomes
obsessed with the unknown lovely

pree_v~i~o:u:sl~y~~~~,~~~

gained critical praise as the director
of some exceptional movies, among
them Pa11ic In Neec/le Park (with AI
Pacino in his first feature role) and
St·arecrow (with Paeino and the
great Gene Hackman). So, it was
with thoughts of these cinematic
triumphs in mind that I took my scat
at the preview showing of No Sm£111
Affair, expecting what (on the surface) appeared to be a witty teenage
romantic comedy. Appearances can
be deceiving.
What I got was a cloddish, poorly
conceived, poorly a,·tcd and generally pointless exercise in mm genre
cash-in. The teenage movie· viewing
audience is what makes or breaks a
film these day~. and it seems like
Jerry Schatzberg was looking to pay
some rent.
Na Small A)jilir is about a 16·
year-old photographt•r named
Charles Cummiltgs IJon Cryer! who
live~ in San Franci;cn with his
mother. played with irritating and
inexplicably p~ychotic Blanche
DuBoi; overkill hv ,\nn Wcd!!C:·
wot·th. Chartc~ i~ a'ncrdbh, gan~ly
kid 1\hn to.Jtll!> tl!c '-lrcct~ nr the Ra}

(played with appropriate sultriness
by Demi Moore) and sets about
trying to track her down. A chance
excursion into a rock club leads
Charles to his true love. now known
to us as Laura Victor. aspiring (and
spectacularly untalented) rock
singerfvixen.
Well. gosh darn if all sorts of hilarious (?) misadventures and hijinks
don't follow. leading Charles into
the alternating favor and disfavor of
Ms. Victor, his mother, his teaclters
and classmates. When Laura gets
sacked from her gig at Jake's rock
club (a real four-star venue ~hat
appears to sent approximately 20
people). Charles decides to help her
career by making a sexy poster of
Laura which he then has prominent·
ly displayed on taxi cabs all over San
Francisco. The posters bear the
lcucnd "Laura Victor. she's the
be-st!" along with Laura's phone
number. Real smart. Charles.
I don't think that I will be givil1g
anything a1vay wht!n I tell you that
everything turns out hunky·dory for
cvcrvbmlv involvet.l in this furcc (in
l'roni <)I the cameras. al least!. and
tlwt Churlc~ rnamu:c~ tn l<l~ll hb
1mudl·d~'''rh~dl.......
\7ircinitv-- .. to the

....

,.,.~,

~

~

lovely Laura. But other than the
obligatory happy ending and rotc
sexual initiation of a young boy by
an older woman. this movie contains
more improbable situations and hor·
rendous overacting than the even
marginally discriminating film-goer
will be able to bear with a straight
face or full stomach.
The characters of No Small Affair
offer liUie for anyone other than
nerds, pyschotic mothers. or halfrate rock singers to identify with.
Jon Cryer is so overwhelmingly
self-conscious"omd lacking in charisma that he is never able to overcome
his character's deficits in this movie.
First of all, Cryer look!> like the foreman in a gcek factory and all
attempts to glamorize him fail mis·
crubly. Secondly. Cryer's character
is so full of snide one-liners and
generally obnoxious behavior (not
to mention a painful dose of wiseguy voice-overs) that it is hard to
develop any significant degree of
sympathy for him at all, and when
the lead character in a film doesn't
work. the rest of the movie can't be
far behind.
The teenage scx·ploitation movie
genre is not one that deserves to be
totally lambasted, Some real di·
amonds in the rough have appeared
in recent yeats (Risk)• Business, 16
Cmulles, Fast·Time.v at Ridgemmil
High. etc.), but Na Sllllllf Affair is
not destined to be among them.
To director Schatzberg's credit.
there is some competent (if unori·
ginal) film technique in this movie,
but neither this nor the usc of some
attractive San Francisco locations
even comes clo~c to snvinu this film
from a slow. painful descent into
B·muvic limbo. A O:tccit.l musical
;cnrc by RuJ1~rt Holme~ nt1ly adds to
the agony. Xo Small Alfi1ir is no hig
deal. I wonder if it'll he a hi!.
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t ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR·
t
November 12·17
Babe Ruthless
:

+
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:
t
t
t
t

+
t
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November 19·24
November 26·1

.

·!
:

Blondie
Rebel

t

++

•

•

HAPPY HOUR 4:30·6:30 Monday..=;... Friday

:

+

Tuesday- Buck Nile $1.00 Well. Wine, Draft 9:00- 12:00
Wednesday- Ladies Nile Out $4.00 crl door- All well 8t
draft free 9:00- 12:00 food at 11:00
Thursday- Men's Nile Out $4.00 at door- All well 8t draft
free 9:00- 12:00 food at 11:00

+
+
••

PLEASE: JOIN US!!! THANKS!

:

t

Monday Nile Football- .50 dralt & free hotdogs

t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~

••~·······························~••
j Monday, November 12. J
•

:

•!

i
•:
:

7:30p.m.

woodward Hall

-

UNM campus

STAR WARS
Speaker:
Jack Manno.

•

:

•!
!•
:
:

: journalist, peace activist, author of Arming :
the Heavens: The Hidden Military Agenda :
for Space, 1945·1995
•

i+

Sponsored by: student Planning Association, craduate stu· :
•. dent Association Associated Students UNM, The AlbUQuer- •
+ que center fOr Peace Action for Nuclear Disarmament. t
•

I

choosing . finest-a 14K gold
college ring from ArtCarved,
Dcsigneo and handcrafted for
lasting value, an ArtCarvcd 14K
gold college ring is now more
affordable than ever. For a lim·
ited time only, you can save$2.5
on the style of your choice. Stop
by to sec the entire ArtCarved
collection and custom options.
Remember, it's your year
for gold!

•

....................................J.

Nov. 12. 13. 14

rht' Sl'B
Time
Place
Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accerted

Date
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sports

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

Brown sidelined three weeks

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

265-3828
D. Mason, M.D.
F.J. Fellman, D.O.
R.E. English, D.O.

4304 LOMAS, NE
Close to UNM

Lomas Blvd. ot Washington

THE WANDERING LOBO
WANTS YOUI

"',

.,

t"'

STUDENT. TRAVE~~;r.:)f£.·'·~~~'Wr."""~

t~J~-:~YJ;tJ-1tr·~j

PRESENTS

NOVEMBER
f>l ~;~~ ~... u"
CARLSBAD CAVERNS
I die (, "t
New Mexfco's Natural Underground Beauty
Saturday November 17, 1984
$20.00 per person fndudes
transportation and admissfon to the caves.

JANUARY
January 7 to january I2
$249.00 Includes
Roundtrip air Fare, six nights and five days
at Ski Time Square Condos,
four Full day lifts and more .. .I

ALSO

CALIFORNIA
SPRING BREAK "85"
$244.00 per person Includes

five nights and six days In
San Diego and Anaheim.

EUROPE 1985
sign up now at Student Travel!
Space Is limited ilo call us at 277·Z3~6 or 277• 7924 onlslt the omc:e or
c:ome by the Info. table Monday Uth or Friday 16th
on the main level of SUII.
·

7'~!~-~'~lit8
"".s'ttq / bo-2:

FINALLY! I

Mo ''

By Scott Carroll

enjoy five nights and six days
In Mazatlanl
$230.00 per person
based on quad occup.mcy Includes
round trip AIR FARE, accommodations,
daily cocktail parties and more .•.

"e

Y8 l

e'l

8

.?. Pill.

DUNKIN DONUTS is proud to

announce
NEW MANAGEMENT AND
HIP NEW OWNERS
:uNM grads) of our store at 1900 Central SE, direct-

ly across from Hodgin Hall.
Our donuts and pastries, brownies, cookies,
muffins, and macaroons are freshly baked continuously, 24 hrs. a day, 363 days a year.
We are serving the world's finest coffee (free refills are back!!) with our "souper" value lunch and
a bowl of the best soup in town, with bread and
butter, donut and coffee for
only $1.66.
Monday
,
clam chowder, minestrone, red "'chile
Tuesday
chicken noodle, chicken veg., red chile
Wednesday
·.
tomato veg., beef barley, red cHile
Thursday
..
·
bean, chicken noodle, red chile
Friday
clam chowder, minestrone,
homemade green chile stew
Saturday
chicken noodle, tomato veg.,
homemade green chile stew
Sunday
beef noodle, bean. homemadr•
fireen chile stew

Joe Morrison's time has come.
The former head football coach of
the New Mexico Lobos is in his
second year as head coach at South
Carolina. His Gamecocks are currently 9·0 and ranked fifth in the
nation. It's the first time SC has ever
been in the top I 0.
"Joe Mo" had similar SUCCeSl)eS
at UT-Chattanooga and UNM. ln
three years at Chattanooga, he went
25-6-2 and won the conference
crown three times. Morrison was
twice named conference coach of
the year.
In 19.82, he guided the Lobos to a
10-1 scason_and a ranking of 20th in
the nation (the first t1me UNM had
ever brokeiithe prestigious Top 20).
But with two years on his contract;·
Morrison went to South Carolina,
taking six 'UNM assistant coache$,
with him.
Why did UNM let Morrison slip
away to another school?
"Money," said UNM Athletic
Director John Bridgers. "The finan·
cial considerations South Carolina
offered him were so much better:
than what we could offer him. I
don't think Joe went down to South
Carolina with the idea of taking the
job, but he was simply overwhelmed
by their offer."
Bridgers said South Carolina's
offer was about triple anything
UNM could offer him.
"Besides his salary, Morrison
gets $80,00 a year for his TV show
(Dunn gets $25,000 for his show,)
and they also built him a house,"
Bridgers said. "We just didn't have
the outside resources to come anywhere ncar their offer."
Bridgers, who coached for three'
years at South Carolina. said that
school generates its resources
through its booster club, which·
raises. over $3 million a year. UNM
raises about $500,000 a year. he
said.
Bridgers also said South Carolina
sold over 50,000 season tickets this
year and is averaging over 72,000'
people a game, while UNM .sold
8,400 season tickets and is avcrag·
ing only 22,000 fan> per gan'te,
•'They have more of what it takes
-money, facilities and tremendous
fan support - to make the kind of
offer they did," Bridgers said.
"l knew if South C~trolina went
all out, they'd get him (Morrison}. It
didn't matter what we offered him,
they were able to offer more."
Although Morrison had two years
remaining on hi~ contract, Bridgers
did not hesitate to let Morrison go.
"When a person has an opportuncontinued on psge 11

.. '- ., "'·- .... -"+ .......... .
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Johnny Brown

Shyatt said he found out about the
injury Sunday morning, after Brown
arrived late for practice. As of Sun·
day afternoon, Shyatt said Head
Coach Gary Colson probably didn't
know about the injury because he
was in Denver at a Western Athletic
Conference meeting, but was expected home Sunday night.
_ Despite the injury, Brown scored
27 points and grabbed nine rebounds
for the "white" team in two intras.
quad games, held in Las Vegas,
N.M., Thursday night and Bernalillo on Friday night. His team beat the
"red" team twice, 58-40 on Thursday and 40-39 on Friday.
"I felt the pain. personally. l just
kopt worrying about it." Brown
said. He said he knew something
was wrong when the pain wouldn't
subside after 20 minutes of ice treatment.

•
•
w1ns
aga1n

AND FOR FUN IN THE SUN •••
SPRING BREAK 1985
MARCH MAZATlAN

,.... ~ ~te(\.
o(\.c.~o.c"- o

University of New Mexico bas·
ketball player Johnny Brown has a
cracked bone in his foot and will
miss three weeks of pr&ctice, Assistant Coach Larry Shyatt s11id
Sunday.
"It's not a drastic problem."
Shyatt said of the junior wingman's
injury. "He should be able to shoot
free throws.'' UNM Head Athletic
Trainer L. F. "Tow" Diehm said
Brown won't require a cast or a
brace, but will just rest the foot as
much as p0ssible, "It's not broken
completely through." Diehm said.
Brown said he knew something
was wrong Wednesday, but "finally
found out for sure" Saturday night,
when it was X-rayed. He said he's
not one to complain. so when he told
the coaches that his foot hurt, ''they
thought I was just joking with them,

.~.~Joe

It's SNOWTIMEI SKI STEAMBOAT

'{(~ \l." oV:\\

l guess," Brown said.

By ,lohn Moreno

University of New Mexico eroSHountcy runner Carole Roybal, a
sophomore, tooksecond place itrthe District 7 champion$hips Saturday with a tittle o( 16 minutes, Ut 7 seconds in the 5 kilometers an.d
qualified for the national cross-country meet to be held later thts
month.
Brigham Young University's Jill Holiday finished first with a time.
of 16:12,5, and Montana'sAnnette Hand was third, IS second$ behind
Roybal.
The Lobos finished.second to BYU.justmissingateam bertbatthe
National Collegiate Athletic Association championships, scheduled
for Nov. 19 at Penn State University,
"I'm very excited and happy ,•' Roybal said. ''I ran the race l
wanted to run, and the@ was nothing more I could do."
"The course (at nationals) will be just like it was in Utah, flat and
fast/' said Lobo CoachCbl~bmandf~.
... •
. , ..... ....._,.._,.•
BYU took first place with a team score of 40 points, UNM
secondwilh 79, and Montana finishedlhitd with 98. BYU will reprc~
sent District 7 in ~ !U1~9Jial.,phim;pionships.
• .
''If anyone be~i..~l!!CJl~BC!;JC:ley Would have tintshed lhird
District 8 race, we would have gone to the NCAA's also,"
. .. , . .,
Schmandt..
• .. " .·.: .
..1 talked to Cal's ·head coach; TonS' Sandoval, (fo~r
cross-countryeoach) and I made it~ffl:lal. We have ade~nile rival.!¥..;:
with them no.W,''. llllid Schman<lt.;~okingly, .
·: , ·
• ,':
Roybal will be training. fot: ~tionals this ":cek al~~~ w!th thi
support of teammateKeU~ Ch.inpagne, who timshed thC'Cilstnct race
in eighth place, three short of qualifying for nationals. ..... .: ··~·
Champagne finished at 16:43.3. "This was the best ~~q've l:!Yer .
run. I'm very happy for Carole. We're (the team) real proud to l?e ·,•
represented by her," said Champagne. · . ..
•.
' ••
Running in snow and temperatures around 35 degrees, UNM's
))awn F:rlacbo finished 22nd. Joan Sterrett was 26th, Cynthia
Valdez, 27th, .Diana JJa(•, 37th, and Kristl Rapp·Leonard. 42nd,
pacing the LobOs to the second-plac:e finish.
"Surely, everybody ran their fastest race in their cross-country
career. l was just overwhelmed by their pctfonnancc, iight from the
gun," said Schmandt.

falconry exhibition had taken about
five minutes of that time, forcing the
When your own band receives a band to go long.
penalty for del;ty of game, you know
The penalty didn't make a lot of
difference, though, as Johnny Jackit can't be your night.
The bnnd was UNM's, and it son forced an AFA fumble, recowasn'tthc Lobos night as they lost to vered by the Lobos' Lon Nunley, to
set up the Wolfpack's final score.
Air Force Academy, 23-9.
The Wolfpack had entered the
With a fourth-and-goal on the !game thinking that it would take an yard line, the entire Lobo line
almost perfect perfonnancc to upset jumped offside. Dunn, therefore,
the Falcons, now 6-4 on the year. In decided to let Bell boot his third field
actuality, the Falcons could hav.e goal, this one for 23 yards.
been beaten with a decent perfonn''We were down there and their
auce. Unfortunately, the mistakeridden Lobos .couldn't even deliver band was making a lot of noise as I
wnlked up to the line," Rucker said_
that.
Todd Williamson started the "Then their defense began yelling
game for the Lobos, but was re- our snap count and we jumped."
Air Force decided the game on the
moved after three possessions in
next
drive, scoring the first TD of the
which the offense moved the ball 8
game
on Weiss's 24-yard run to give
yards.
AFA
a
lead they would never relin"I saw Todd throw the ball three
quish,
scoring
another touchdown
times early in the game,'' said Lobo
Coach Joe Lee Dunn, '•and I told our off a 27-yard Brown run and two
coaches to get him out of there. It's more Matcos field goals from 36 and
not fair to the tcmn when he can't 39 yards.
On the evening the Lobos rushed
throw the ball."
On their fourth possession, com- for 133 vards. with Willie Turral the
ing after Ray Hornfcck had inter- lcading.rusher with 68 yards. Linecepted a Bart Weiss pass in the New backer Jackson accounted for 7
Mexico end zone, Lobo second- yards as the Lobos lried a fake punt
string QB Billy Rucker led UNM late in the game. Air Force's Evans
down to the Air Force IS, where Bill led runners with II 0 of the
Bell hit a 32-yard field goal to give Academy's 327.
In the air, Rucker completed 9 of
the Lobos the early 3-0 lead.
Soon afterward. Hornfeck made 26 for 177 yards with two intercepanother great play, recovering a tions. while AFA's Weiss passed for
Mike Brown fumble at the Air Fon:e 125 yards, completing 9 of 20 with
12. But all the Lobos could get was two interceptions.
another Bell field goal after moving
Dunn said, "Rucker did a good
backward to the AFA 14 when job. He makes a lot of mistakes. But
Rucker was sacked.
let me toll you, we don't catch the
Air Force finally got on the board football very well. Rucker would've
late in the first half on a 46-yard looked good if we caught his pasCarlos Mateos field goal, and the ses."
Lobos led at halftime, 6-3.
Defensively for .the Lobos, Ray
At the end of halftime, the UNM Homfeck had a bittersweet evening.
band was penalized I 0 yards for de- While he did intercept two passes,
lay of game when its show lasted recover a fumble and tie for the lead
about a minute past the 20-minutc in tackles with Tom Bradford at 12,
break. Of course, nobody men· he also missed a tackle on an Air
lioned the fact that the Air Force Force touchdown play.

By Jeff Wells

World Renowned Mountaineer

FRED lECKEY
Presents:
"MounUins of North AIMI'Ica"

* "' from
* a road trip on which it lost
the UNM volleyball team returns
two of three matches. Utah beat the Lobos Thur:.day, I0·1 5, 15·13,
15·8 and 15-8. The Lobos lost again on Friday at BYU. 15-10. !5·.5
and 17-15, but bounced back Saturday by beating Utuh State, 15-12,
15·9 and 15·10.
·

-Barbara Arnlljo and Ross Helfer

JCJOMIIC::hBIJ

UNM's Sherman Shepard (86) tries to elude the Air Force defense during Saturday's loss to
the Falcons. Air Force defeated the Lobos, 23-9.

Aforrison------------------------

continued from page 10
ity to better himself, I'm not going to
stand in his way," said Bridgers.
''Besides, if you have a coach who
would rather be someplace else,
you're going to have somo morale
problems."
After Morrison's departure, a
new head coach had to be found.
Frank Sadler (offensive coordinater)
and Joe Lee Dunn (defensive coordi·
nator) were the leading candidates.

"I considered both men, but Sadler had been here only one year,
while Dunn had been here three,"
Bridgers said. "Under Dunn, the
Lobos led the WAC in every defensive category. He was the assistant
head. coach, number two in charge,
and he was the overwhelming favorite of lhe people in town."
Dunn was given a five-year contract because "he wouldn't consider
anything less than five years," said

Bridgers. "[still support him as our
football coach, and we're going to
have a good football program."
As for Morrison, Bridgers said,
"I'm very proud for him. and I'm
happy to sec he's doing so well."

.......................-._
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Dally Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results

LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD

Tuacllr, No¥. 13, 6:30 p.m.
SUI'IIIutrc

Room 230.

~ohMOn

Gym • Phone 277-4347

Admission: SUS student

sus public
$pclnlaiR br•
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Don't Be A Turkey!
Be A Plasma Donor
at Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
2fi6.5729

New Donors

w/valid picture 1.0.
on your first donation only.
Limit One Per New Donor
Hours: MWF 12:30-3:30 PM
TTH 2:30-5:30 PM

•s• BONUS
Offer bpires 11·23·14

4 Larse Turkeys

·

will be given away. You can win onll!! .
On each 2nd donation in a week your name is entered into the
bowl Nov. S thru Nov.19. Drawing will be held Monday, Nov19.
Winners names will be posted the same day. Winners have until
12:00 noon Nov. 21, to claim prize.

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd. SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
266•5729
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A winning season ended on a losing note for lite Lobo men's
cross-country team in Saturday's Western Athlelie Conference cham·
..
. . ... ·
pionship tlll:e in Provo,Utih. . .
In t~~e·tO.:kitometertace, ONM finished foul:lh amang WAC teati'li
and seventh overall witb a tellltl ~ote of Uili points.
··
BrighamYoungltniversltywilli_tbe top team finisher with 62 points,
followed by .Northern Arizona 11n1VetsitY, 106, and WeberState. t 12.
Theseteams..willbe~District? repres¢ntativesforthc WAC andllig,
Sky eonfereilee's in theNCAA cbampion5hips.
••we wem simply outrun .by •·'IW!Iity r~etd of runners, •• Lobo men's
Head Coach Dtl Be!IHI said. "It is very disappointing, but l can't
blame anY of ot.trauys. This is lbe hardest-woddng bundtof runners
l've evet coached, We ran h:trd and lost. We have nothing to be
asha~ of:'' ·. · .
. .· · . · . .· . •
. . .. · .
.. . ~ ,
OUt of afield ofl30runners,.IJYO's Ed Eyestone was first to fini's11
will} .a ti~l!f 29:16.3, followed by NAtJ's Larry Chumley, 29:29.6,
. . . . . : •.... .
: • . . . .,
and Mlirk ~t· ~9:30. L .
UNM's tclp fi.- ni.s~.r.-.· ·~.G.ll.·'\1.··.~·~~.'; .~. ?tlt.\vitha fi.ni$h·i.ng ti.~llf
30:24, folloWC!d;,})y ~ Rk.
· Mattlnez, 21st, :ID:29.4; BUI
Mtuip)l, 25th,. 30:3S.5;i'hll Armijo, 28th, 30:40.6: and Totn Glll!ll,
73rd, 32:01.4. .
. · -• .
.
. ..
·
••we really believed we cotifd win as a tCQill in Utah," Hessel said.
''We had two great weeks ()(·trllinlng, and we had four guys running
within four seeonds of each othe~. We were physically and mentally
prepared. We were just outrun."
,

Sports

Air Force downs Lobos

.-AYIIIOV 11
, . . _ G,wl! 4-.t:15 p.M. !doootl: LS. l!lolllltWI
Aulllory Gt* 4:Go.s:15 ,.... ( - roautlan)
Stl5-5:15 Jl,lll. ( - "-tl
6:15-9:15 p.on. (..,.., ......ottan)
Wollht Rooon: 4:11Q.9:15 p.tn. (_. roct<OIIan)
llacqudblll Cooutot 3:00-9:15 pJIL (Dptn recrrotlon)
Svdmmlng Pool: $:3().9:00 p.m. (_., r.....,lonl
'RIUDAYIIIOV IS
Johnson Gl/ffl! 3:30-9:15 p.m. (cloMd: LS. Buhtballl
Auxdllry Gym: 3:30-5:15 p.tn. I - ncreOIIon)
5!15-6:15 p.m. (Hioblc dona!)
6:15-9:15 p.tn•. (..,.., recrudon)
W.~ Room: 5:11Q.9:15 p.m.(- reaelllan)
~boll Coomo: 3:15-9:15 p.m. (..,.., rotrtotlonJ
s..tntrr~~nt Pool: 5:30-9:00 p.m. (..,.., .-ron)

ifEUN!eAYIWOV 14

" " ' - G,Mc 4:01-9:15 p.m. (doMd: LS. IIMioetboll)
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Travel
NEED RIDER/PART-time driver, to Salt Lake City.
.Leave Nov. 18, return 24th, 2?2·7665.
11115
DON'T STAY HOME during winter break: sit! with
usl Enjpy 1i~ days and five nights Qf gr~t skiing,
bcautifld country, good panles and good p~ople, In
Stea!llboat Springs, Colorado, January 7·12. $249,
Cali Student '!'ravel at 277·2336 or 277·7924 Now I.
11/16
TilE WANDERING LOBO is going batty about
going to Carlsbad Caverns! Spend the day exploring
sO!liC of New Mexico's natural underground beauty.
Saturday, Nov. 1.7, $20, Call Student Trave\277·2336
or 277-7924 or Leisure Services at 277·5151 or 2774347.
11/09
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo,
tfn

Las N oticias

eight minutes from the university. Take 1·2~ north to
the Osuna exit. 881·6212.
11/21
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Daily Lobo has a
place for your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties, LARGE 4 BEDROOM house four blocks from
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc, Give the details campus, outside ghetto, fireplace, fully carpeted,
tfn $550/mo plus $300 DD, available on 19th. Call277·
today In "Food/Fun.".
5602; 883·5059 anytime and leave message.
11/13
ROOM FOR RENT in SW home. Very nice area,
Females only apply. $150/mo. Ask for At. 877·4080;
844-9951.
11/21
THE WRITER'S CHOICE. Typing. $1.00 per FOR RENT. LARGE one bedroom apartments one
11121 block south ofUNM, $315/ISODD. 116HarvardSE.
doublespaced page. 255·9801 (Daytime),
ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS on salel Order today Phone 268-1520 before 11:00 a.m. or after 7:30p.m.
11/12 or see Patrick, apt. 9.
at the SUB from 9-3.
11/16
PIANO LESSONS - ALL ages, levels: Laura BLOCK TO UNM. One bedroom fumlshed. $260·
Kramer- 265-1352.
11/12 300 Includes utilities. 209·6 Columbia SE. 255-2685.
11/16
QUAUTY TYPING, FAST, accurate, affordable.
294-m3.
tuto ONE BEDROOM •'URNISHED house, north valley
11/15
CORR.:CTJVE EXERCISE CLASSES for $300 plus utilities. 897·2242 anytime,
back/neclc/shoulder stress and pain. Body FEMALE SEEKS OTJIER female share small house
11/13 near schools, $135/month,
Correctives. 266-0608.
utilities. Kristy, 268·
11/14
TYPING.
TERM
PAPERS.
Reasonable 2307.
charge.- 299-1240.
1115 IMMACLULA TE TWO BEDROOM furnished
PROBLEM WITH 'MATHMATICS7 Statistics? apartment near UNM. One bedroom unfurnished
tfn apartment near KAFJ3. Utilities paid on both. Call
Sciences? Paul can. help. 265·7799 evenings.
11/12
MATH TUTORING. MOST subjects except for 266·8541 for appointment.
statistics. 821·0731 or 846-4546.
11/13 TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT people for herbal weight downtown. Bus service everY 30 minutes. I bedroom
loss program. 884-9456, leave message.
J 1/13 or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
VERY EXPERIENCED, FAST typist, 80 cents per ropm, sWimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
page. Speaks Chinese! 242-6449.
11/29 couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 University NE.
A & f, BKKG - WORD processing and typing 243-2494.
tfn
services. 406 San Mateo NE. Phone: 268·1076; 294· FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, !410 Girard
2/28 N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo. for 2
0273.
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: research paper· persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
s/theses/dissertations/charts/graphs/ln my home. furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
The Other Office, 836-3400.
11/30 children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
ATTENTION COMBO LEADERS, singers! We'll evening, 266-8392.
duplicate your audition tapes on cassettes for$1 (plus
blanks). Fast service Cassette Corner, 222 Yale SE,
11/12
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, resumes, APA HAMER PHANTOM AND peaveygs amp must
ll/12
format, etc. Jim, 255-2150.
12110 sellll Call292·868S, S700both.
TYPING. LET US do it while yolJ study or party. SCUBA WETSUIT. FITS small to medium man. All
11115
243-5146.
12105 accessories $100. 277·3152.
TUTORING; ENGLISH, FRENCH. Degrced, STEREO. JBL, PIONEER, Marantz. $300 or wilt sell
11115
Certlrled. 256-3235.
11/30 separately, 277·3152.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: MARY- 265-1088 1970 VW BUG sharp inside and out. Excellent
running condition. $1295, 266-3370.
11/14
evenings,
12/10 BLUE-EYED DALMATION, housebroken, spayed,
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 1/31 needs loving owner with fenced yard. Best offer.
11/13
90 CENTS PAGE, degreed tYpist,344-334S,
12/10 Clnde: 242-0337.
I'ROFf:SSIONAL TYPING, IBM, Pickup/delivery BLACK MALE MANX cat, Reslstered and
(20 page minimum). 281·2913.
1/14 pedigreed. -To responsible home only, Must be
neutered. Will neuter for appropriate home. Price
l'APERWORKS- 266·1118.
tfn negotiatable. 869·2925.
ll/12
TYPING t'AST, ACCURATE, Affordable 299· MUST SELl, 1981 Yamaha 750 Seca 26000 miles.
1105.
IllS Way below book price. 51300. Danny344·5822.11/l6
MARC'S CUITAR CENTRRQuality lessons, Sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265·3315.
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
256.1061; !Jallct. Jazz, Vocal coaching.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENS.-:5 are now very reasonable
for everything! Call -.Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
8884778.
tfn
CONTACI'··POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
981!1.
tfn

Housing

Services

v,

For Sale

...

Personals
(~ ..t,RY"i,

f.vt;N THOUGH you won't go out with

me. 1 'ull want you to ha\c a Great Birthday. Love,
S\1.
llill
JOliN. f{, YOl1R doing great so far. Keep it up. I'm
pr,•ud ofyouwo l<WC, M. Boothe.
11/12
tLASIIBURR HAPPY BIRTIIDAY slut! slurp,
'cau>eyou'remy friend jerk! Flnshchrii.
U/J2
!>1-:!liO YOUR MESSAGE to th~t ~pecial someone or
tncnds and family. Make contact with a message in
the dassificds today. Deadline. I p.m. the day before
in~WtM.I31 Marron Hall.
t(n

Food/Fun
MJODU: F:AST, GREEK, and Armenian student$,
stock up now for your holiday needs. All kinds of
(:hccscs and olives, candys and nuu, rice and bulgher,
fillo dough, balawa, baklava, figs and dates, breads,
and gift items. Koury's Deli 1111d Imported Foods,
S8SO Osuna NE, one block east of San Mateo. Only

11
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l2 slices of cheese pizza

ai·f.~ :~ ._
.Jr;_J

I
·I
I

265-4m

blk S of Central

& a large soft drink

s gg·

1.

1
1

Coupon good today
only 11·12·84
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Bach-2-Rock
.I
I
I

has moved to:
IOS Mesa S.E.

I
I

I

10% OFF
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HEALTH
INSURANCE

c:;overed
~agon
Makers of Hanctmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

at reasonable rates
Hospitalization
Major Medical
Maternity Benefits
Insurance Management Corp.

265·6777
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Compare our quality
and price to all
the rest.
QUALITY COPIES

m

kinko•s copiczs

-·
Open 7 days

2312 Central SE
255·9673
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Lost&Found
Employment
NEED FEMALE TO care for two bys age's 3\11, 9
mos., evenings. 200/mo and up. Call Leo at 345·
6240; 345-6451, Mon, Tues, Fri, Sun arter2 p.m.
JJ/16
WANTED: PROCESS SERVERS, part·time. 243·
2393.
11/14
NED'S MARINA, HIRING bartenders, doormen.
ll/14
Apply at6601 Uptown Blvd,9-11 a.m.
WANTED: WAlTER, WAITRF.SSES, and cooks for
night·time shifts. Flexible hours and excellent
company benefits. Apply at 1020 Juan Tabo,
anytime. 293-3660,
I 1/13
WORK·STUDY QUALIFIED; Clerical position,
consistelll Saturday a.m. hours variable weekly
hours. Student Health Center277-7949.
11113
WORK·STUDY QUALIFIED: 16-20 hours, between
14 p.m. Office Assistant J, Familiar with telephone
system, minimal typing, xerox copying, doing errands
around campus, distribute mall. Tel. 277-2410. 11/13
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IS now looking
for a workstudy qualified student to do receptionist
and clerical work. Must type well.20hrs/wk. at $3.65
hr. Call2774032 for Info.
11/12
WANTED FEMALE: RECEPTIONIST, Afternoons
and evenings. Pro-Gym Fitness Center. 294·1221.
11/16
PART·TIME JOB early afternoons and evenings.
Must be 21 years old, Must be able to work Friday
and Saturday nights, also need early afternoon help.
Apply In person, no phone calls, please. Saveway
Liquor Stores: 5704 Lomas Blvd., NE, 5516 Menau1
11121
Blvd., NE.

FOUND: MOTOBACANE, LA Posada area, Please
use numbers to claim. 277-3581 evenings, Davc.ll/16
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 11!1\1 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS on sale! Order today
at the SUB from 9-3.
11112
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for S44 through the
US government? Get the facts today! Call 1·312·7421142 ext. 934().A.
11/12
RF..!iEARCHl CATALOG OF 16,000 topics. Send
$1. Research, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605.
(312) 922-0300.
11/12
FREE HALF SHEPHERD pups. 277·7551 days; 3441341 evenings and weekends.
11/12
LEATIIER FLIGHT JACKETS. Albuquerque's
largest and best selection. Ka~:fman's West, a real
Army and Navy store: 1660 Eubank NE: 293·2300.
11/12
SITE SPECIFIC- DIKE rocks and blue sn~kes, art
and poetry from female experience. Meridian Art
Gallery Oct. 28-Nov. 23. Works by Babette Baker,
Leslie Donovan, Adrienne Edwards. 821 Mountain
RoadNW.
11/21
EYEGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices, Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
Opticians. 255-2000.
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Need a reason to get out
of the house?
~(g©J©J u~~®~LQ!ifi"i1g On.\~~" otru
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
~~ ...

SIJi!I.S!!!!ii

ACROSS
1 Censure

5 Vestment
10 The closer
14 Behind time
15 Ultra16 Santa17 Sinful
18 Some time
20 Regrets
22 Play
speeches
23 Formerly
24 Stagger
25 Card game
28 In return
32 Thrash
33 Sun: pref.
35- Council
36 Shine
38 Subdued
40 Coasted
41 Knocked
for-43 Bach's forte
45 Comp. pt.
46 Hectic
routines
48 UAR
preSident
50 Arouse
51 Modify

i!l!flil

52 Speed
55 Bristlelike
59 The gate
61 Small group
62 Honest
63 Jubilate
64 Within: pref.
65 Resorts
66 Victoria Nile
falls
67 Necessity
DOWN
1 Decamped

2 Cleanse
3 On tiptoe
4 Shouter
5 Supervises
6 Fastener
7 Belligerent
god
8 QB Dawson
9 Fortune
10 Boxers' aides
11 Retain
12 Key
13 Utters
19 Arrogate
21 Straight:
pref.
24 Chases away
25 British

·1!1

I

::-..111:

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

SCAM'I'"'"I'TO>
HOVER
ONETO

TORA
URGE
TRANSPIRE

~'[I[ITHENIIDAPPER

~EAN.TYNELANDER.
R 0 A
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M E RIG E I C E L E
- R A L E.A C

E RIA T 0
R-P ox
DIA L I
A I(R ED

.p •

B R.
R E

Eco••••~g~~~~~/;
MAPLE~0!2,D
DALLY
ITESitD~E ELDER
T E N E

S

:§:LE. D

composer

26 Kind of lily
27 "It'squestion"
28 N.T. book
29 Hand tools
30 Sheeplike
31 Golf'sCup
34 Debussy
work
37 Fabrics
39 XIX

S T 0

IV.

E

42 Plate
44 Judge of old
47 Clinker
49 Relent
51 Page side
52 Witches
53 Preposition
54 Portico
55 Break
56 French river
57 Harass
58 Temper
60 Muhammad

